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Start Earning in Dollars Now with MeCloudNet.com Register Now, Upload Files, Share on Social Media and Start Earning right now, You can see your earnings by clicking on Features and then on Rewards section on Top left Bar on Laptop and Right side on Cell Phone 






- If you are Facing Difficulty in Downloading Files of IPhone/IOS then Open This Link in Safari Browser. After clicking Download Link you will see Blue line at bottom of your screen where File will be Downloading, as it completes Downloading you will be able to Open the File. In case of Experiencing Difficulty in Downloading, Sharing and Uploading Files at MeCloudNet.com use of Laptop or PC is Recommended.


- MeCloudNet.com is a free online file hosting and file sharing service. With MeCloudNet.com, you can upload files to the internet and share them to users via websites, forums, social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) or send a file download link via email.


- Advantages of MeCloudNet.com are: Unlimited storages, Unlimited Download and Upload speeds (Upto 100 MB/s), No waiting for downloads.


- MeCloudNet.com operates on cloud computing platform with many servers located in many different areas, such as in US, Europe and Asia.


- MeCloudNet.com is designed optimally displayed on computers with many different screen sizes. Also optimized for iPad, iPhone and Android phones (Samsung, Nokia, Huawei, Xiaomi, OPPO,..).


- You should register your account for better files management and files statistics.

Registering your account is Free!







What’s the Best File Compression Format! Do You Know?


Here is Your Answer: If you think about compressing some files, then the question is, what format do you use? Zip, RAR, 7z, or something else? We performed some benchmarks to determine which format gives you maximum compression.



Compression ratio isn’t the only factor, of course. Some of these formats are just easier to use because they’re integrated into desktop operating systems, while some require third-party software.



File Compression Standards


This is more complicated than it seems. How much compression you achieve will depend not only the on the archive type you create, but on the application you use to compress it and the settings you use. We stuck with popular applications at their default compression settings to simplify things.



Rather than messing with some of the usual file types here — like Word DOCX documents, which already use a form of Zip compression, and JPG images, which also use a form of compression — we decided to compress a few installed PC games. Games incorporate graphics, music, text files, executables, and various other different types of files, so they’re a good real-world dataset with various different types of files.



First, we installed Bastion and compressed its folder — about 863 MB in size of music, graphics, executable files, and various different types of documents:


- Zip (Windows 8.1): 746 MB (86.4% of the original size)

- Zip (WinZip): 745 MB (86.3% of the original size)

- RAR (WinRAR): 746 MB (86.4% of the original size)

- 7z (7-Zip): 734 MB (85% of the original size)



And the Champion Is…


The champion by pure compression is 7z, which isn’t surprising to us. We’ve seen 7z come on the top of file compression benchmarks time and time again. If you want to compress something to use as little space as possible, you should definitely use 7z. You can even crank up the compression settings to save even more space, although it will take longer to compress and decompress.



Overall, Zip and RAR came pretty close to each other. WinZip also didn’t beat out the integrated Windows support for creating Zip files by that much. In short, we recommend:


- For Maximum Compression: Create 7z archives with 7-Zip. 

- For Ease of Use and Maximum Compatibility: Create Zip files with the feature integrated into your operating system. For example, on Windows, select some files in Windows Explorer or File Explorer, right-click them, point to Send To, and select Compressed (zipped) folder.



Operating System Support


If you’re just compressing files for your own use, you can use whatever file format you like. However, some archive formats are more interoperable and work out-of-the-box on various operating systems without installing third-party software. If you’re sending the archives to someone else, or you’re posting them online, you’ll probably want to use a format that the recipients can access with less fuss.



Here are the formats integrated into popular operating systems:


- Windows: Zip only. This feature was added back in Windows XP, so practically every Windows user can create and extract zip files.

- Mac OS X: Zip is supported, and so are other archive types like .tar.gz and .tar.bz2. .7z and .rar will require third-party software.

- Linux: Zip is generally supported out-of-the-box. 7z and RAR files will work in standard programs like File Roller, but you’ll have to install the appropriate command-line utilities from your package manager first. Tar formats like .tar.gz and .tar.bz2 are supported out-of-the-box on Linux, too.

- Chrome OS: Zip and RAR are both supported. Tar.gz and tar.bz2 can also be opened in the Files app, and the contents can be extracted.



Windows is the biggest stick-in-the-mud here — it only supports Zip files, so Zip is the most universal format. If you work with Mac or Linux, you could use a .tar format instead. 7z is the least supported — it’s not integrated into any operating system, so you’ll have to install an application to open .7z archives. But, if you want the best compression ratio possible, So it means 7z is the way to go.






Account Benefits





	  Direct downloads. No waiting.
	  No advertising.
	  Unlimited simultaneous downloads.
	  Maximum download speeds possible.








	  Unique Members Area
	  Files in your premium account kept forever.
	  Upload files up to 1.00 GB in size.
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